STUDENT EXCHANGE @ POLYU
Hong Kong is where the world comes for business, arts, culture and innovation. Right on the doorstep of Chinese Mainland and just a short flight from South-East Asia’s most celebrated destinations, Hong Kong’s buzzing metropolitan heart breathing natural beauty and international culture represent a well-balanced ancient traditions and modern life. It is our pride to call Hong Kong the “Asia’s World City”.

One of Asia Pacific’s leading design and innovation centres

Official languages English and Chinese

Gateway to Chinese Mainland

International Financial Centre

3rd in Personal Security*

Over 7 million people

*Safe Cities Index 2019
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University is ideally located in the heart of Hong Kong. It is ranked 75th in the QS world University Rankings 2021. It is renowned for its spirit of determination and for providing students with global perspectives and opportunities in keeping with a vision of "Opening Minds - Shaping the Future".

**TOP 10 in University 50 Under 50**

- 6th in World Top 50 Subjects
- 7th Hospitality and Leisure Management
- 15th Art and Design
- 19th Civil and Structural Engineering
- 22nd Architecture / Built Environment
- 31st Nursing
- 45th Linguistics

**NETWORK**
- 25,000+ students
- 2,700+ academic & research staff
- 420+ partner institutions spanning 47 countries worldwide
- 690+ inbound exchange students and 2,000+ students gain overseas experience per year

**PARTNERSHIPS**
- English as our medium of instruction
- Guaranteed accommodation
- Student amenities
- Academic and non-academic support

**OPPORTUNITIES @PolyU**

Exchange students have ample opportunities to go beyond your study and discover the opportunities to make your time at PolyU as rewarding as possible:

**PolyU International Summer School**

It is a 6-week programme at PolyU to provide an international exchange experience. A wide range of credit-bearing subjects are available. Field trips at Hong Kong, Taiwan or Chinese Mainland provide an additional opportunity for cultural exchange. Accommodation is guaranteed. Buddy programme pairs incoming students with PolyU students to get the most out of living in Hong Kong and PolyU.

**Service-Learning**

An experiential learning module that integrates community service with academic study which assist students in making social impactful changes.

---

*Figures collected as of 31 December 2019

*6th in QS Top 50 Under 50 Ranking 2020

#QS World University Ranking by Subjects 2020
APPLICATION PROCESS

01 Nominate by your Home University

02 Submit your online application

03 Accept your offer

04 Apply for accommodation & Select your courses

05 Receive your visa & Book your flights

MY EXCHANGE @ PolyU

Vanessa Watson
UI/UX Design/Innovation

372 likes

Vanessa Watson: Nearly 40% of apparel production takes place in Asian countries, so I knew that I wanted to come to Hong Kong to experience the textile, technology, and culture for myself.

#WorldInTransition #Fashion #UIUXDesign #Asia #MyPolyUExperience #Empowering #ChinaIndemnityWorld

View all 57 comments

Manuela Magalhães
MSc in Business and Entrepreneurship

107 likes

Manuela Magalhães: Two students from my home university in Sao Paulo exchanged to PolyU because they could not attend their university.

#Business #SocialOpportunities #HongKongDIY #GlobalCitizen #Exchange #PolyU #StudyAbroad #MyPolyUExperience

View all 18 comments

PolyU Global
The official Instagram account for Global Engagement Office, the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. PolyUED
www.polyu.edu.hk/gao
SG50S, Ng Wai Hang Building, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong
Followed by
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Farhan Ivan Simran Vivi Topi

View all 62 comments

Patryk Ostrowski
MSc in Finance

516 likes

Patryk Ostrowski: #MyPolyUExperience #Communication #Opportunities #Adapting #Making Friends with several local students who have traveled and discovered amazing local #Traveling #PolyU #Exploring #LivingAbroad

View all 62 comments

Terrence Cheung
School of Engineering and Technology

720 likes

Terrence Cheung: The best part about being an exchange student is getting to experience living in a brand new city with new friends and trying different cultures with them. I also get to meet people from different nationalities and races and it is really interesting to hear about countries from the viewpoint of a local.

#PolyU #MyPolyUExperience #ExperientialLearning #StudyAbroad #HongKongDIY #Sino-HongKong #ChinaIndemnityWorld

View all 182 comments